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The science of verse forms and poetic  meters is

calledCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC.

satire threnody prosody ode

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A  battle was 												against new poetry.

waged structured lined stopped

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He 											by selling radios. in other words ,he sells radios to earn

money to live.

accords with exerts

exaggerates makes a living

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I dont think this book is "genuine" .It doesnt look like Attar's works.

"genuine" means										.

good real useful cheap

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A  person acting as one's substitute or representative is called

																						.

Entourage Zealot Deputy Minstrel

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The game was cancelled CCCCCCCCCCCCCCbad weather.

because even if if on account of

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The train crash"took place"  in 1989. "took place" means																				.

happened affected related circulated

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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This newspaper expresses the opinion of the government .It is the

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCof the 

 government.

resume term mouthpiece patron

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A CCCCCCCCCCCC is a period of 10 years.

year decade era century

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His failure can certainly be 														to his laziness.

opposed directed attributed enumerated

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A group of people doing the same activity is called																				.

director manager administer corps

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Dar 	al Funun provided technical and natural sciences with some attention

to Humanities        "as well'   . " as well " means												.

never also ever although

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A funeral song or poem for the dead is called 															.

verse ode threnody ballad

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A formal,long poem for the death of a person or sad event is

called																.

elegy ode form pattern

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A group of lines of verse in a repeating pattern forming a division of a

poem is called										.

ode musammat quatrain Form

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Thanks to his hard work ,he was promoted to a high position. "thanks to"

means												.

in spite of when as a result of so that

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The period between the fall of Safawi and the rise of the QAJAR										

was the poorest in

literary achievement.

apportunities positions commision dynasties

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A lot of people participated in the ceremony to 															the soldiers

who had died in the war.

communicate commemorate

happen imitate

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

He 													his life to the relief of the suffering of the poor.

go on consecrated duly stroph

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is a custom among these people to 																the realities.

suffering celebrate exaggerate exert

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A piece of writing that ridicules or shows the foolishness or wickedness of

an idea is called																		.

comedy drama parody satire

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The "particulars"  of the accident will be announced later."particulars"

means														.

doctorines disciples practices details

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A serious explanations after deep study of the Bible or the Kuran is

called																.

exagesis genuine apprentice report

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Their ideas are quite CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCto our way of thinking .They are

completely different.

fiction legend alien stare

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The use of words which are clearly opposite to ones meaning with

amusing purpose is called																										.

romance irony tragedy satire

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A person who does a lot of poor quality work or writing stories is

called																	.

genius author agony hack

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Another "initiative"  of the Amir 	 Kabir was the founding of a polytechnic

school. "initiative" means																			.

�$�\� ]^� $�_`�� ���. abc�

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The pleasure of this world are  " ephemeral "  .Ephemeral "means										.

d$�� e��f� dghi��j $�g��j��

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If  on the "swards throne" again be the spring of life. O bird,night	singing .! "

swards throne" means																			.

�h. ]�� k^l �� dg�$mn �� o�p$ q����

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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All men are members of the same body ,created from one essence" . " one

essence" means																			.

�_�j )� ���r� s�g& �!mt )� q�u �h�

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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